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The Simple Hydraulic
Calculator is designed to
be easy to use for anyone
wanting to design a NFPA
13 compliant sprinkler
system. With just a few
simple operations, the
user can easily check and
analyze their designs. The
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basic functions include: *
Calculate the hydraulic
demand (water flow) of
your pipes * Calculate the
time of each pipe
operation * Check
whether the hydraulic
demand can be met with
pipes that have the same
design * Check whether
the calculated time is too
short for the hydraulic
demand Data may be
entered in table format,
list mode, or copied from
external sources. You may



drag the table list into the
calculation window for
more flexibility. Pipe data
may be sorted by columns
for quick checking.
Selecting your target area
with the mouse is a
straightforward
procedure. Simply drag
your mouse to indicate
the boundary of the target
area (e.g. target area is
rectangular), then release
the mouse button to lock
the selected area. When
the displayed area is



locked, dragging the
mouse pointer will move
the display area, and
clicking the mouse button
will remove the locked
area. When the target
area is locked, the Simple
Hydraulic Calculator will
display some information
like the target area, the
source and destination of
the flow, and a floating
arrow indicating the
direction of flow. The
Simple Hydraulic
Calculator also displays



the hydraulic demand of
the system in a small
window. Two more handy
features are the check
button and the quick
button. The check button
checks the condition of
the system, and the quick
button opens a window
for specifying the
automatic sprinkler
sprinkling interval. The
Simple Hydraulic
Calculator Features: You
can easily design a NFPA
13 compliant sprinkler



system. The Simple
Hydraulic Calculator can
work with and analyze
pipes having various
dimensions (such as
square, circular and oval
pipes). It is also possible
to use pipes with various
angles (such as 90°, 45°,
20° and others). The
Simple Hydraulic
Calculator has a very
intuitive interface. The
Simple Hydraulic
Calculator can analyze
pipes with various



materials (such as iron,
copper, PVC,
polyethylene, etc.). It is
possible to calculate the
hydraulic demand of the
system by using data from
any external sources
(such as pipe diameters
and pressures). The
Simple Hydraulic
Calculator can be used
with pipes that have a
curved section. The
Simple Hydraulic
Calculator can be used
with pipes that are laid in



a straight line
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- support the use of Unit
Price(MKR) for
controlling connected
main supply and sub
supply pipes. - support
automatic pressure curve
setting and calculation. -
support the calculation of
water pressure in pipe
system. - support pipe



data monitoring such as
leakage of pipe, burst,
and burst volume. -
support the calculation of
property data such as
specific heat, air
temperature, etc. - The
calculation results
window supports the
display of pressure ratio
in pipe as the main flow of
pipe. - support the
calculation of the next
pipe selection for
connections - support the
calculation of pipe



number of the calculating
results window - support
the calculation of the pipe
start and stop and the
pipe end and start and
stop of the calculation
window - support the pipe
connection with and
without pressure and
discharge pipe. - support
the calculation of the pipe
type and the pipe start
and stop of the
calculation window -
support the calculation of
pipe data such as pipe



diameter and pipe length
- support the calculation
of the pressure and
discharge pipe data such
as pipe length and
pressure - support the
calculation of the
relationship between pipe
diameter and flow rate. -
support the calculation of
pipes data such as pipe
temperature and specific
heat - support the
calculation of pipes data
such as pipe capacity and
pipe temperature. -



support the pipe diameter
calculation such as pipes
without discharge pipe. -
support the calculation of
pressure and discharge
pipe data such as the flow
rate of the pipe. - support
the pipe number setting
such as the number of
discharge pipes and the
pipe start and stop. -
support the calculation of
design data such as
temperature and specific
heat. - support the
calculation of pipe



temperature such as pipe
temperature setting and
pipe number setting -
support the calculation of
pipe diameter and flow
rate such as the pipe
diameter setting and pipe
number setting. - support
the pipe diameter setting
and pipe number setting. -
support the calculation of
pipe number and flow
rate. - support the pipe
number setting and the
pipe diameter and flow
rate setting. - support the



pipe number setting and
pipe diameter and flow
rate setting. - support the
pipe number setting and
discharge pipe setting. -
support the pipe number
setting and discharge
pipe and pipe diameter
and flow rate setting. -
support the pipe number
setting and pipe diameter
setting and pipe number
setting. - support the pipe
number setting and pipe
diameter setting and pipe
number setting. - support



the pipe number setting
and pipe diameter setting
and pipe number setting. -
support the pipe number
setting and pipe diameter
2edc1e01e8
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- All calculations have
been fully automated.
User input is just a few
mouse clicks or the
correct selection of items
in the list. - We will never
ask you for unnecessary
information to calculate
your designs, such as "*"
where you can just click
to enter values. - You can
use as many sprinklers as
you want with the same
pipe design. - You can edit



the pipe design as you
need with the help of the
graphical pipes on the
design table. - You can
easily add or remove
sprinklers and change
pipe diameters to realize
the combination you
want. - Once a design is
entered, you can simply
press the Calculate button
to get the result. - You
can easily download the
results to Excel format for
further analysis and
printing. - You can



download the design you
just entered to the DFC to
see if the result is correct.
- The Simple Hydraulic
Calculator has been used
by many systems in more
than 40 countries around
the world. It's a cheap but
reliable tool. You are
currently viewing our
forum as a guest which
gives you limited access
to view most discussions
and access our other
features. By joining our
free community you will



have access to post
topics, communicate
privately with other
members (PM), respond
to polls, upload content
and access many other
special features.
Registration is fast,
simple and absolutely free
so please, join our
community today! If you
have any problems with
the registration process
or your account login,
please contact us.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP)



-- An aging and sloping
pump well was plugged
Friday in the Florida
Capitol, a day after a
faulty sprinkler system
malfunctioned and forced
the evacuation of the
chamber. Water from a
damaged sprinkler system
sprayed into the chamber
and into a stairwell,
officials said. No one was
injured. A plumber is
scheduled to be on site
this weekend to repair the
pump, which was



reported plugged by a city
fire department, said
Tallahassee Building
Authority spokesman
George Hood. The House
was not in session Friday
and will be closed
Monday, said House
Speaker Will
Weatherford. The Capitol
has been under a state of
emergency since the
sprinkler system
malfunctioned on
Wednesday. The sprinkler
system was cited on the



Florida State Fire Code
for being out of
compliance because of a
defect in the design and
installation. It is no longer
in use, said Guy Moore, a
spokesman for the Florida
Department of Fire Safety
and
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What's New in the?

nFosr software version
1.0.0 [More information]
[License] [Reviews]
Author: nFosr Team Last
edited by : nFosr Team on
Fri Nov 28, 2017 2:54 pm;
edited 1 time in total
Rating: 5 of 5 (4 votes)
nFosr 1.0.0 - Program for
hydraulic calculations
Review by Chip : Added
on: 2016-11-28 Simple
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Hydraulic Calculator is a
great tool. It can get the
hydraulic calculations
pretty quickly.     Version
1.0.0 has been added.
Review by Kana M.:
Added on: 2016-11-25 An
easy-to-use software for
hydraulic calculations    
nFosr is a great software.
It can help you easily
calculate hydraulic lines.
I've used it to design and
verify the new fire
sprinkler system at my
house.     Version 1.0.0



has been added. Review
by Don C.: Added on:
2016-11-25 This is a
pretty good hydraulic
calculation software. I
was trying it for about a
month before I found a
hydraulically stable
design. Review by Jack
N.: Added on: 2016-11-25
I've used this software a
lot. It's always accurate.
Review by Fred P.: Added
on: 2016-11-25 This is a
good software for
hydraulic calculations.



I've never used a better
software for automatic
sprinkler. I'm so
impressed with this
software. I have the
license. It's a good gift
from my friends. Review
by Leanne C.: Added on:
2016-11-25 Simple
Hydraulic Calculator is a
good software for
hydraulic calculations.
I've used it a lot. It's
always accurate. Review
by Madhu J.: Added on:
2016-11-25 This is a good



software for hydraulic
calculations. I've used it a
lot. It's always accurate.
Review by Andy C.: Added
on: 2016-11-25 Simple
Hydraulic Calculator is a
good software for
hydraulic calculations.
I've used it a lot. It's
always accurate. Review
by Ned J.: Added on:
2016-11-25 A great
software for hydraulic
calculations. I've used it a
lot. It's always accurate.
Review by fenomasd S.:



Added on: 2016-11-25
Simple Hydraulic
Calculator is a good
software for hydraulic
calculations. I've used it a
lot. It's always



System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP
SP2/Vista/Windows
7/Windows 8 Processor: 1
GHz or greater Memory:
1 GB of RAM is required
for video playback
Graphics: Video card with
512 MB of VRAM DirectX:
9.0 Hard Disk Space: 1
GB Installation: Step 1:
After installation, the
program will be available
in the Settings/Options
menu of SCA Step 2: To



start SCA, you will need
to manually enter the
following registry path
(Open the SCA.exe by
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